M6 j16-19 Overhead structure and service good practice
Since a previous incident, the project has put significant efforts in improving overhead structure and
service awareness and protection, many of which fall under ‘exemplar’ in Raising the Bar 7.
Overhead service and structures have been identified as a key risk to the project and is included in
the site induction.
Communication with energy suppliers has been encouraged; two site visits have been undertaken by
the energy suppliers, led by the project Section Manager. The site visit consisted of talking through
newly implemented control measures and measuring cable heights as part of a validation exercise.
The project has negotiated with the energy providers to potentially re-direct overhead services via
underground routes for future schemes; this is a method to eliminate the hazard in this scenario.
Blue cones are used within the works leading up to any overhead structure or service. White sleeves
are used around blue cones leading to structures and fluorescent green sleeves are used around blue
cones leading to services. Every other cone is lamped for improved visibility during night works.
A permit to work near overhead services is in place to disable any regular operations taking place in
those areas when it can be undertaken elsewhere.
A member of staff from the Principal Contractor is within the safety action group is leading a proactive working group on overhead structure and service protection.

Overhead service protection design work.

Example of new overhead bridge sign (left).
Template for overhead service sign (right).

New signs have been made and placed on site, they state whether it is cables or structure
above, outlines the minimum safe clearance height, identifies the marker post location, and
emergency contact ‘DIAL 105’.

White lining has been used on the ground prior to overhead services reading ‘OH CABLE’
for increased notification to plant operators and workers about to pass underneath it.
White lining has also been used to create rumble strips underneath some GS6 goal posts.
This causes plant and vehicles to vibrate whilst driving over them, encouraging deceleration
and further notification to the driver that they are underneath an overhead service.

White line rumble strips underneath GS6 goal post.

Safety lights have been attached to GS6 goal posts at an eye level for workers and plant
operatives to have increased visibility during evening and night works.

Permit to work near overhead cables.

As well as auditing overhead service and structure protection during site safety inspections,
there is a team who consistently travel around the works inspecting GS6 goal posts and
other overhead protection controls.

